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Abstract
A function de+ned on an integral base set induces a coherent polytopal subdivision of the
integral base polytope. Such a coherent polytopal subdivision consists of integral base polytopes
when the function is an M-convex function. We show such subdivisions form a +lter with respect
to re+nement. We show that an integral base polytope can be divided into two integral base
polytopes if and only if there exists a hyperplane by which the section of the polytope is an
integral base polytope. ? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An integral base set is the set of the lattice points of an integral base polytope. An
M-convex function is a function which satis+es some kind of exchange axiom. The
domain of an M-convex function is an integral base set. A function de+ned on an
integral base set induces a coherent polytopal subdivision of the integral base polytope
that is the convex hull of the integral base set. Such a coherent polytopal subdivision
consists of integral base polytopes when the function is an M-convex function. We
consider the structure of all the subdivisions which consist of integral base polytopes.
Such subdivisions form a +lter with respect to re+nement.
Moreover, we consider conditions for an integral base polytope that cannot be divided
into several integral base polytopes. We show that an integral base polytope can be
divided into two integral base polytopes if and only if there exists a hyperplane by
which the section of the polytope is an integral base polytope (Theorem 6).
At the end of this paper, we consider the divisibility of uniform matroids.
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2. Basic denitions
P ⊂ Rn is called a polytope if it is bounded and is expressed as the intersection of
a +nite number of closed half spaces.
Let S be a nonempty +nite ground set. An integer-valued set function f : 2S → Z
is called submodular when f(A)+f(B)¿f(A∩B)+f(A∪B) for all A; B ⊂ S. For an
integer-valued submodular function f, we call {p∈RS | ∑x∈A p(x)6f(A) for all A ⊂
S; and
∑
x∈S p(x)=f(S)} the integral base polytope of f. Note that an integral base
polytope is bounded because we assume f(A)¡+∞ for all A ⊂ S.
We simply call the integral base polytope of f an integral base polytope when we
do not pay attention to the relation to f but pay attention only to its shape as a
polytope. That is, an integral base polytope is a polytope which can be the integral
base polytope of f for some submodular function f. An integral base polytope is also
called an M-convex polytope.
We call the lattice points of an integral base polytope an integral base set. The
extreme points of the integral base polytope of f are integral, because their coordinates
can be calculated by the greedy algorithm. The convex hull of an integral base set is
an integral base polytope, because the extreme points of an integral base polytope are
integral. So we can identify an integral base set with the corresponding integral base
polytope.
Murota [3] proved that any polytope that is the union of a +nite number of integral
base polytopes is an integral base polytope. We will use this fact later.
Next we de+ne M-convex functions. For a function f :Zn → R ∪ {+∞}, de-
note dom(f)= {x∈Zn |f(x)¡ +∞}. We can regard f as a function from dom(f)
to R. Usually, f :Zn → R ∪ {+∞} is called an M -convex function if, for any
x; y∈ dom(f) and any u∈ S with x(u)¿y(u), there exists v∈ S with y(v)¿x(v)
such that f(x) + f(y)¿f(x − u + v) + f(y + u − v), where u is the char-
acteristic vector of u. In addition, we assume that dom(f) is +nite. It is known
that dom(f) is an integral base set for an M-convex function f when dom(f) is
+nite.
Before concluding this section, we brieGy review polytopal subdivisions of a poly-
tope with some vertex set. Let P be a polytope and A ⊂ P a +nite set includ-
ing all the extreme points of P. A set C of polytopes is called a polytopal sub-
division of (P; A) when (a)
⋃
C=P, (b) C1 ∩ C2 is a face of both C1 and C2
for any C1; C2 ∈C, (c) all the faces of P are also in C, and (d) all the extreme
points of C are in A for all C ∈C. For two polytopal subdivisions C1;C2 of a poly-
tope P, we say that C1 re1nes C2 if there exists C2 ∈C2 with C1 ⊂ C2 for each
C1 ∈C1.
For f :A→ R, the polytopal subdivision is induced as the projections of the lower
faces of the convex hull of {(x; f(x)) | x∈A} to P. We call a polytopal subdivi-
sion of P obtained by some function f on A a coherent polytopal subdivision of
(P; A). A coherent polytopal subdivision is also called a regular polytopal subdivision
in [4].
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3. Integral-base subdivisions
A function de+ned on an integral base set induces a coherent polytopal subdivision
of the integral base set which is the domain of the function as follows. Let A ⊂ Zn
be an integral base set and let f be a function from A to R. Consider the projections
to Zn of the lower faces of the convex hull of {(x; f(x))∈Rn×R | x∈A}. They form
a coherent polytopal subdivision of (conv(A); A).
Murota [2,3] proved the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let A ⊂ Zn be an integral base set and let f be a function from A to R.
f :A→ R is an M -convex function if and only if {x∈A |f(x)−〈p; x〉6f(y)−〈p; y〉
for all y∈A} is an integral base set for all p∈RS .
In our framework, the above theorem is transformed into the following corollary:
Corollary 2. Let A ⊂ Zn be an integral base set and let f be a function from A to R.
f :A → R is an M -convex function if and only if f satis1es the following two
conditions.
(1) The polytopal subdivision of conv(A) induced by f consists of integral base poly-
topes.
(2) Any element in {(x; f(x)) | x∈A} is on a lower face of the convex hull of
{(x; f(x)) | x∈A}.
Proof. For p∈Rn; L(p) denotes the set of vectors y∈ conv(A) such that inner product
〈(−p; 1); (y; z)〉 attains its minimum value over (y; z)∈ conv{(x; f(x))∈Rn×R | x∈A}.
L(p) is conv{x∈A |f(x)−〈p; x〉6f(y)−〈p; y〉 for all y∈A}, which is a lower face
of conv{(x; f(x)) | x∈A}.
The +rst condition in Corollary 2 is equivalently transformed into the condition that,
for any p∈Rn, L(p) is an integral base polytope. The second condition in Corollary 2
is equivalently transformed into the condition that, for each p∈Rn, f(x) − 〈p; x〉 is
constant for all x∈L(p) ∩ A.
It is easy to show that these two conditions are equivalent to the condition in
Theorem 1.
We call a polytopal subdivision which consists of integral base polytopes an integral-
base subdivision. By Theorem 1, when a coherent integral-base subdivision is given,
there exists an M-convex function f which realizes the coherent integral-base subdi-
vision, because we can take a realizing function of the coherent polytopal subdivision
as f. That is,
Corollary 3. Let A ⊂ Zn be an integral base set. When a polytopal subdivision of
(conv(A); A) is given; the following two conditions are equivalent.
(1) The subdivision is a coherent integral-based one.
(2) There exists an M -convex function f :A→ R that induces the subdivision.
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Fig. 1. A noncoherent integral-base subdivision.
For a polytopal subdivision, to be a coherent polytopal subdivision and to be an
integral-base subdivision are independent. We give an example of noncoherent integral-
base subdivisions with S = {x; y; z}, in the next +gure. Note that each integral base set
on S is on a plane x+ y+ z= k for some k ∈Z. The black points in the Fig. 1 mean
lattice points on the plane.
For an integral base set A, all coherent polytopal subdivisions of (conv(A); A) form
a lattice with respect to re+nement(Gel’fand et al. [1]).
We would like to investigate the structure of all the integral-base subdivisions in the
polytopal subdivisions of (conv(A); A).
Theorem 4. For an integral base set A; all the integral-base subdivisions of (conv(A); A)
form an order 1lter in all the polytopal subdivisions with respect to re1nement.
Proof. Let C1 be an integral-base subdivision of (conv(A); A) and C2 be a polytopal
subdivision which is re+ned by C1. Then, C2 consists of polytopes which is the union
of some integral base polytopes in C1. So C2 is an integral-base subdivision because
any polytope which is the union of a +nite number of integral base polytopes is an
integral base polytope.
To know the integral-base subdivisions, we have to know only the minimal elements
of such an order +lter by the above theorem. A subdivision which consists of indivisible
integral base polytopes is one of the minimal elements. We do not know whether the
inverse holds or not. That is, it is not known whether any minimal element of the +lter
consists of indivisible integral base polytopes or not.
In the next section, we consider conditions for an integral base polytope to be
indivisible.
4. Divisibility of integral base polytopes
When an integral base polytope has an integral-base subdivision which has two
or more polytopes that have the maximal dimension, such an integral base polytope
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is called divisible. Especially, when an integral base polytope has an integral-base
subdivision which has exactly two polytopes that have the maximal dimension, such a
polytope is called two-divisible.
When an integral base polytope is two-divisible, there exists a hyperplane which
divides the polytope into two pieces. When a hyperplane divides a polytope into
two pieces, we call the intersection of the hyperplane and the polytope the sec-
tion of the polytope by the hyperplane. That is, for a polytope P and a hyper-
plane 〈p; x〉= a, {x∈P | 〈p; x〉= a} is called the section of P by the hyperplane when
{x∈P | 〈p; x〉¿a} and {x∈P | 〈p; x〉¡a} are not empty.
The section of an integral base polytope is also an integral base polytope when the
polytope is divided into two integral base polytopes because any face of an integral
base polytope is also an integral base polytope (Lemma 8). Note that the dimension
of the section is less than that of the whole polytope by 1.
When a matroid is given, the polytope whose extreme points correspond to the bases
of the matroid is an integral base polytope by identifying a set with its characteristic
vector. Conversely, an integral base polytope whose extreme points are 01-vectors
induces matroid bases. So we can identify the bases of a matroid with an integral base
set which consists of 01-vectors.
An integral base polytope is called a matroidal base polytope when it can be obtained
by a translation of the integral base polytope of a matroid. Note that any translation of
an integral base polytope is also an integral base polytope because f+p is submodular
for a submodular function f and an additive function p.
Theorem 5. Any integral base polytope which is not matroidal is two-divisible.
Proof. According to Murota [3], the function which is obtained by restricting the do-
main of an M-convex function by an interval is also an M-convex function. That
is, for an integral base set A ⊂ Zn, when f :A → R is an M-convex function,
f|{x∈A|a6xi6b} is also an M-convex function for all a; b∈Z and 16 i6 n. For the
given integral base set A, we can consider an M-convex function f with dom(f)=A.
The domain of an M-convex function is an integral base set when its domain is +nite.
So, {x∈A | a6 xi6 b} is an integral base set.
Assume that, for some coordinate i, there exist two points a and b in the integral
base set A ⊂ Zn with ai − bi¿ 2. Then there exists c with bi ¡c¡ai. So both
{x∈A | xi¿ c} and {x∈A | xi6 c} are integral base sets.
The next theorem is our main result.
Theorem 6. An integral base polytope is two-divisible if and only if there exists a
hyperplane such that the section of the whole polytope by the hyperplane is an integral
base polytope.
SuLciency is obvious. To prove a necessity, we need a few lemmas.
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Lemma 7. Let H be a uniform hypergraph which has at least three elements. If
deletion H \ x= {H ∈H | x ∈ H} and contraction H=x= {H − {x} | x∈H ∈H} are
both bases of matroids for all x∈ S; then H forms the bases of a matroid.
Proof. We show that any pair B1; B2 in H satis+es the exchange axiom of matroids
under the assumptions. That is, we show that, for x∈B1, there exists y∈B2 such that
(B1 − {x}) ∪ {y}∈H.
When |B1 ∪ B2|¡ |S|, there exists z ∈ B1 ∪ B2. In that case, H \ z is the bases of a
matroid. So B1; B2 satisfy the exchange axiom.
When B1∩B2 = ∅, by considering the contraction H=z for z ∈B1∩B2, pair B1−{x}
and B2 − {x} satis+es the exchange axiom on S − {x}. So pair B1; B2 satis+es the
exchange axiom.
So we assume that B1 ∪ B2 = S and B1 ∩ B2 = ∅. In that case, we have |S|¿ 4 by
the assumption that H has at least three elements. Under these assumptions, we show
that, for x∈B1, there exists y∈B2 such that (B1 − {x}) ∪ {y}∈H.
By the assumption that H has at least three elements, there exists B3 ∈H which is
diMerent from B1 and B2. When x ∈ B3, by applying the exchange axiom for B1 and
B3 on H\z for z ∈ B1∪B3, there exists y∈B3−B1 such that (B1−{x})∪{y}∈H\z.
So y∈B2 and (B1 − {x}) ∪ {y}∈H.
So we show that we can take B3 ∈H so that B3 is diMerent from B1 and B2,
and, moreover, x ∈ B3. Otherwise, there exists B4 ∈H such that |B1 ∩ B4|¿ 2 and
x∈B4, because any base can approach B1 by considering the exchange axiom on
matroid H \ z for some z. By considering the exchange axiom for B4 and B2 on ma-
troid H \ z for z ∈ B4 ∪ B2, there exists w∈B2 such that (B4 − {x}) ∪ {w}∈H.
Let B3 = (B4 − {x}) ∪ {w}. Then B3 ∈H is diMerent from B1 and B2, and x ∈
B3.
Lemma 8. Let P be a polytope whose dimension is at least 2. P is an integral base
polytope if and only if any proper face of P is an integral base polytope.
Proof. SuLciency follows from Theorem 1 by taking an aLne function as f on the
integral base polytope and an appropriate p.
We prove necessity by induction on the dimension of P.
We cut polytope P iteratively by all possible hyperplanes that are vertical to some
axis, that is, that are expressed as 〈(0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0); x〉= a for some a∈Z: Then P
is divided into 01-polytopes up to translation. The dimension of each polytope obtained
by cutting is the same as P. We show that all the faces of each polytope are integral
base polytopes.
At +rst, we consider the case that the dimension of P is 2. The dimension of each
proper face of P is at most 1.
Note that any one-dimensional integral base polytope is expressed by conv
{(x1; x2; : : : ; xi−1; xi; xi+1; : : : ; xj−1; xj; xj+1; : : : ; xn); (x1; x2; : : : ; xi−1; xi−a; xi+1; : : : ; xj−1; xj+
a; xj+1; : : : ; xn)} for some parameter a∈Z.
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Since the dimension of P is 2, we can indicate a point on P by two appropriate
coordinates as parameters. When these two parameters are integers, the other coor-
dinates, represented by the parameters, must be integers. In addition, the sum of the
values of all the coordinates must be constant. So any point on P is expressed as
(: : : ; xi+a; : : : ; xj+b; : : : ; xk−a; : : : ; xl−b; : : :) or (: : : ; xi+a; : : : ; xj+b; : : : ; xk−a−b; : : :)
where a; b∈Z are parameters and the values of other coordinates are +xed. In both
cases, the section by a hyperplane vertical to some axis is a one-dimensional integral
base polytope.
We consider the case that the dimension of P is higher than 2. Any face of the
section is obtained as the section of a face of the polytope, which is assumed to be an
integral base polytope. So any face of the section of P is an integral base polytope,
because it is a face of P or the section of a face of P, that is an integral base polytope
by Theorem 5. So the section of P is also an integral base polytope by the induction
hypothesis. And any new face of a new polytope, that are obtained by dividing a face
of P, is an integral base polytope by Theorem 5.
To sum up, P is divided into 01-polytopes up to translation, which have the same
dimension as P. Let P′ be one of them. We have shown that any proper face of P′ is
an integral base polytope.
Let S ′ be {x∈ S | v(x) = v′(x) for some extreme points v; v of P′}. We transform each
01-vector into a set on S ′ by identifying a subset of S with its characteristic vector.
Denote the collection of such a set by H. At that time, we omit the coordinates which
are all zeros or all ones in these 01-vectors. That is,
⋃
H= S ′ and
⋂
H= ∅. Since
the dimension of P is at least 2, the number of extreme points of P′ is at least 3.
Moreover, H=x and H \ x are the bases of matroids, because any proper face of P′
is an integral base polytope. So by applying Lemma 7, H is the bases of a matroid.
So P′ is an integral base polytope.
Since any polytope that is the union of a +nite number of integral base polytopes is
an integral base polytope [3], P is an integral base polytope.
By using this lemma, we show Theorem 6.
Proof. We use induction on the dimension of the integral base polytope. When the
dimension is 1, it is clear.
Since the section by the hyperplane is an integral base polytope, any face of the
section is an integral base polytope. So any face that is obtained by dividing a face
of the whole polytope by a hyperplane is an integral base polytope because of the
induction hypothesis.
Therefore, any face of the polytopes which is obtained by dividing the whole poly-
tope by the hyperplane is also an integral base polytope. By Lemma 8, the polytopes
which are obtained by dividing are integral base polytopes.
By Theorem 6, we only have to consider conditions for a matroidal base polytope
to be divisible.
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Fig. 2. Dividing the base polytope of the uniform matroid with rank 2 on 4 elements.
Example 9. We give an example of two-divisible matroidal base polytopes with |S|=4.
Let S = {x; y; z; w}. Let the bases be {{x; y}; {x; z}; {x; w}; {y; z}; {y; w}; {z; w}}. These
are the bases of the uniform matroid with rank 2.
The corresponding vectors to these sets are illustrated in the regular tetrahedron
whose extreme points are (2; 0; 0; 0); (0; 2; 0; 0); (0; 0; 2; 0); (0; 0; 0; 2) as the upper +gure
below.
By cutting the integral base polytope of this matroid by the hyperplane through the
points {x; y}=(1; 1; 0; 0); {y; z}=(0; 1; 1; 0); {z; w}=(0; 0; 1; 1); {w; x}=(1; 0; 0; 1), the
section is an integral base polytope. So the polytopes which are obtained by dividing are
expressed by the bases {{x; y}; {x; w}; {y; z}; {y; w}; {z; w}} and {{x; y}; {x; z}; {x; w};
{y; z}; {z; w}}:
They are the bases of matroids. So the corresponding polytopes (the middle and
right +gures of Fig. 2) are integral base polytopes. But each of them is indivisible.
Example 10. Next we consider the uniform matroid with rank 2 and S = {a; b; c; d; e}.
The bases are {A ⊂ S | |A|=2}. So the base polytope is conv{A | |A|=2}. We cut
the base polyhedron by the hyperplane 〈(1; 1; 0; 0; 0); x〉=1. The hyperplane is de-
termined by conv{A | |{a; b} ∩ A|=1}. The section by the hyperplane is the inte-
gral base polytope which has 2 connected components, {B ⊂ {a; b} | |B|=1} ⊕ {B ⊂
{c; d; e} | |B|=1}. By the hyperplane, the base polytope is divided into two integral base
polyhedra, conv{A | |{a; b} ∩A|6 1; |A|=2} and conv{A | |{a; b} ∩A|¿ 1; |A|=2}=
conv{A | |{c; d; e} ∩ A|6 1; |A|=2}.
For uniform matroids, the divisibility is easy to characterize.
Theorem 11. The integral base set of the uniform matroid US;r with rank r on S is
divided into two integral base sets by hyperplane 〈A; x〉= a if and only if max{0; r+
|A|−|S|}¡a¡min{r; |A|} holds. Therefore; the uniform matroid US;r is two-divisible
if and only if 26 r6 |S| − 2.
Proof. When {B | |A ∩ B|¿a; |B|= r} = ∅ and {B | |A ∩ B|¡a; |B|= r} = ∅, we can
divide the integral base set by Theorem 6, because the section is the matroid UA;a ⊕
UAc;r−a. So divisibility is equivalent to {B | |A ∩ B|¿a; |B|= r} = ∅ and {B | |A ∩
B|¡a; |B|= r} = ∅.
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Assume that the hyperplane divides the integral base set.
Then, there exists B ⊂ S such that |A∩B|¿a and |B|= r. Then |A|¿a and |B|¿a.
Together with |B|= r, we have r ¿a.
On the other hand, there exists B such that |A ∩ B|¡a and |B|= r, then
|A ∩ B|¡a⇔ |A| − |A ∩ Bc|¡a
⇔ |A ∩ Bc|¿ |A| − a:
So |Bc|¿ |A| − a. By |Bc|= n − r, we have n − r ¿ |A| − a, that is, a¿ |A| + r − n.
Moreover, we have a¿ 0 since |A|¿ |A| − a.
To sum up, max{0; r + |A| − |S|}¡a¡min{r; |A|}.
Conversely, assume max{0; r + |A| − |S|}¡a¡min{r; |A|}.
We +rst prove {B | |A ∩ B|¿a; |B|= r} = ∅.
When r6|A|, by considering B so that B⊂A and |B|= r, we have |A∩B|= |B|= r¡a.
When r ¿ |A|, by considering B so that A ⊂ B and |B|= r, we have |A∩B|= |A|¿a.
Next we show that {B | |A ∩ B|¡a; |B|= r} = ∅.
When 0¿r + |A| − |S|, we consider B so that |A ∩ B|=0 and |B|= r, because
|S|¿r + |A|. In that case, we have |A ∩ B|=0¡a.
When 06 r + |A| − |S|, we consider B so that A ∪ B= S and |B|= r, because
|S|6 r + |A|. In that case, |A ∩ B|= |A|+ |B| − |A ∪ B|= |A|+ r − |S|¿a.
When max{0; r+ |A|− |S|}¡a¡min{r; |A|}, we have 26 r because of 0¡a¡r.
Similarly, we have r6 |S| − 2 because of r + |A| − |S|¡a¡ |A|. Conversely, when
26 r6 |S| − 2, we can take a so that max{0; r + |A| − |S|}¡a¡min{r; |A|}.
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